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The world is moving in the direction of using electricity derived 
from renewable sources 
 

With the mass production of sources of renewable energy 
(wind, solar and tides), peak power capacity is competitive 
with that of deriving the electricity from fossil fuel 
 

(While nuclear power is clean, the capital cost of plants, which 
must include that of decommissioning, makes the real cost of 
power more expensive than that obtained from renewables) 
 

The problem is that the profile of power production does not 
match that of the requirements 
  (The problem is not new, but more acute) 
 

Whence the increasing importance of energy storage 
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Electricity Grids 
 
As long as there has been an electrical grid, companies 
have looked for ways to efficiently store energy so that 
power can be delivered on demand. 
 
A wide range of technologies are employed and are 
being developed so that everyday needs can be met. 
 
Energy storage is resource neutral, it allows us to use 
electricity from any power source more efficiently. 
 



There are several ways to store energy. When applied to 
electrical energy, they must be chosen to take into account the 
location and cost of the storage, and its required duration  

 
 Potential energy  m∙g∙h 

 
 Kinetic energy  ½ m∙v2 

 

 Magnetic energy  ʃv (B
2/2µ0)dτ  = ½ L∙I2 

 
 Capacitive energy  ½ C∙V2 

 

 Chemical energy  reversible reaction 
 
 
 

Associated with each method there is the cycle efficiency  
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Potential energy  m∙g∙h 

 
Pumped water is the traditional way of storing electrical energy, 
particularly in places where hydro-electric power is significant 
(e.g. the Alps). When power is cheap, pump water into the 
elevated lake. For example 
 

A mountain lake of 10 km2 , 1000 m above another lake,  
will store 1014 J  (= 105 GJ) per m of depth 
 

1 MWh = 3.6 109 J     2.78 104 MWh 
 

Allowing an efficiency of 75 % about 20 GWh 
 
At this scale, the energy storage is clearly in the suppliers’ hands… 
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• In the world there is over 100 GW storage generating capacity 
• Reported round-trip efficiency is up to 80% 
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Sub-surface energy storage 
Old mines are sometimes used for pumped energy storage (PHS)   
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Even in places without high mountains and large dams, this method 
is quite popular for storing electrical energy (on a smaller scale) by 
utilities, but is less appropriate for private use. One could consider 
pumping water from a well to a container at the surface, and 
returning the water to the well via turbines. This could be 
appropriate in remote locations, but care would have to be taken to 
avoid contaminating the water table… 
 

For private use, it has also been suggested to use surplus power to 
raise a mass of say 20 t to a height of say 15 m, with appropriate 
gearing to a generator, but the result is not very attractive except 
perhaps where space is abundant 
 

20 x 103 x 9.81 x 15  3 MJ         3000 x 0.8  3600  0.7 kWh 
 

i.e. about the energy stored in 2 car batteries! Hardly appealing, 
except that maintenance would be minimal…         
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Other forms of potential energy include 
 
• Compressed air (or nitrogen) 

 

• Liquified gas (air, N2, H2)  
 

• Heat 
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Compressed air  (CAES) 
 
First used in the 1870s 
 

Utility scale installations: 290 MW (1970) 
 

Method: stores energy used to compress the gas 
• Air heats up to 150⁰C during compression 
• Standard storage pressure: 70 bar 
 

Applications 
• Diabatic  - use cycle for efficient liquefaction of LNG  
• Adiabatic - heat of compression recovered and used to reheat 

compressed air during turbine expansion  
(up to 70% efficiency, but requires possibility to store the heat) 
 

Very large (due to low storage density)  use salt caverns 
Either cool before compression or store in hot flow batteries  
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Isothermal CAES 
 
Ideas:  
 
Store heat in oil (up to 600 K) 
 
Use wind turbines to compress with a mechanical link 
 
Store in inflatable underwater bags… 
 
 
 
RWE (D) is planning to use this storage method. 
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Thermal 1 
 

Pumped heat electrical storage (PHES) 
 

Uses two large steel tanks filled with mineral particulates (gravel) 
 

1. Charging the system 
Argon at ambient temp is compressed to 12 bar, heats to 500⁰C, 
storing the energy used to power the motor generator (A 
monatomic gas (e.g. argon) is used as the working gas: it heat/cools 
more than air for the same pressure change, reducing storage cost) 

2. Energy Storage 
Ar injected at top of tank 1, slowly descends, exits at bottom at RT, 
at ~ 12 bar  expander -160⁰C  tank 2 bottom - exits top at RT 

3. Power Recovery 
Reverse process. Cool Ar to -160⁰C in tank 2  compress to 12 bar, 
RT  heat in tank 1; expand hot gas in turbine to generate power 

 

Round trip efficiency: 75 to 80% 
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Thermal 2 
 

Liquid air energy storage (LAES) [or Cryogenic energy storage (CES)] 
 

1. Charging the system 
The charging system is an air (or N2) liquefier, using electrical energy 
(700 litres of ambient air become 1 litre of liquid air). 

2. Energy Storage 
The liquid air is stored in an insulated tank at low pressure, which 
functions as the energy store. Such equipment is used globally for 
bulk storage of liquid N2, O2 and LNG can hold GWh of energy. 

3. Power Recovery 
When power is required, liquid air is drawn from the tank(s) and 
pumped to high pressure. The air is evaporated and superheated to 
ambient temperature. The warm high-pressure gas drives a turbine. 
The cold can be captured by a proprietary high-grade cold store, to 
be used later during the liquefaction process to enhance efficiency.  

                              Example: Highview 2.5 MWh installation in UK (2011) 



 
Kinetic energy  ½ m∙v2 

 

Flywheels are a confirmed method to store significant quantities 
of energy for a limited time, e.g. for use during deceleration of a 
vehicle (instead of dissipating it in the brakes), for re-utilization 
afterwards to provide additional acceleration, or for providing 
pulsed power for particle accelerators. (They have been used to 
power buses (using mechanical gearing rather than electricity) 
 

Modern composite materials are ideal for flywheels that spin at 
very high revolution frequencies (tens of thousands of rpm) in a 
partial vacuum enclosure (to reduce drag), and supported via 
magnetic bearings. These devices are used to avoid transmitting 
pulsed energy to the electrical grid, and for optimizing the 
power factor.  
 

Moving parts – maintenance is important (can be critical)   
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Such Kinetic Energy Storage Systems (KESS) are based on an 
electrical machine joined to a flywheel. To store energy, the machine 
works as a motor and the flywheel is accelerated until it stores the 
nominal energy. When the system provides energy, the electrical 
machine works as a generator and the flywheel decelerates. 
 

The aim is to store electrical energy when it the load is light and to 
provide devices with additional electrical power when they need it, 
without having to draw excessive power from the network. These 
systems provide ride-through power and voltage stabilization for 
power quality and power recycling applications. Typical commercial 
products (ELYTT) are: 
 

 100 kW / 5 MJ   and   400 kW / 200 MJ 
  
  

http://www.elytt.com/
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Electrical data 
Power: 310  kW 
Stored energy: 2.77 kWh 
Energy at full power: 1.87 kWh 
Time at full power: 34 seconds 
Output voltage: from 400 V to 1100 V 
Input voltage: from 450 V to 1100 V 

On board flywheel 
 

Example of a commercial 
flywheel system for use in 
trains 

Courtesy: ELYTT Energy 
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Mechanical Data 
Speed: 5028 to 10067 rpm 
Weight: 1500 kg 
Dimensions (machine) 
Height: 750 mm 
Diameter (Footprint): 934 mm 
Dimensions (electronics) 
Height: 750mm 
Width: 1600 mm 
Depth: 2104 mm 
 

Environmental Data 
Operating temperature: 
from -20°C to 40°C 
Humidity: 95 % 
Noise: 70 dB to 1mf 



 

Magnetic energy  ʃv (B
2/2µ0)dτ  = ½ L∙I2 

 
To put things into perspective, a field of 2 T in a volume of 1 m3 
(of air or vacuum) stores an energy of  (40/8π)106  J   1.6 MJ, 
i.e. about the quantity of energy stored in a car battery. 
 

This would therefore be an application for higher field (i.e. 
using superconducting magnets). If in the above example the 
field is pushed form 2 T to 10 T the stored energy is 40 MJ, and 
one can envisage larger volume magnets (toroidal or 
solenoidal). The CMS magnet at the CERN LHC stores 2.6 GJ.  
 

For high fields we need cryogenics – an additional headache. 
Demonstrator helium-free HTS coils, cooled using cryocoolers 
have been made for storing a few MJ.  
 

Cost is also problem. For 10 MJ think at least 1 M$... 
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The Japanese have been quite active in studying the use of 
superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), and the 
corresponding design of suitable magnets, with regard to 
 
• Use in conjunction with medical accelerators (10 MJ scale) 

 

• Use in conjunction with large accelerators (100 MJ scale) 
 
General use of this technique will have to pass through the 
stage of a practical demonstration. A major difficulty is the lack 
of off-the-shelf industrial components, which means that the 
cost is high. Potential users are of a conservative nature…  
 
 This will be further discussed in the second lecture. 



 

 Capacitive energy  ½ C∙V2 

 

This is a dynamic sector, due to the development of self-healing 
components for moderately high voltage applications 
 

The public is becoming aware of the possibilities thanks to the 
incorporation in “stop-start” in cars, where it reduces the peak 
demand on the battery when starting the engine. 
 

Attractive due to its passive nature (no moving parts, no 
cryogenics), and the mass production of components. 
But the energy density is low (compared with some batteries), so 
one needs space… And the components may be delicate… 
 

 
 Sometimes assimilated in the category of batteries 
 
 Will also be further discussed in the second lecture. 
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If it fails, a capacitor will fail in one of three modes  
1. Capacitor short-circuit 

The capacitor gets short circuited with very high loss factor. 
It occurs when the dielectric breaks down completely and 
film melts. This is severe case.  

2. Capacitor open-circuit 
The capacitance value drops by more than 30% . There is no 
visible damage to the film metallization. This failure is due to 
poor metal spraying, or to defective welding of terminals.  

3. Degradation of capacitance 
There can be two reasons for this  

• Excessive concentration of self-healing at the weak spots 
of the dielectric, leaving other areas unaffected 
• Metal oxidation 

 
    Importance of very strict quality control 
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 Chemical energy reversible reaction  i.e. batteries 
 

There is an immense effort put into improving batteries for large 
scale energy storage, in particular for powering cars and for 
domestic use (in combination with photovoltaic (PV) power 
production, this serves to reduce reliance on networks).  
 

As was the case for PV, mass production and competition are 
driving down costs, opening the market to more users and 
enhancing the effect. Power utilities in certain cases are even 
getting interested (note the deal between TESLA and an 
Australian producer). 
 

Problems due to volatility of material cost should be temporary 
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Battery 
A device that converts chemical energy into electrical energy 
• Positive terminal – anode 
• Negative terminal – cathode 
• An electrolyte allow ions to move the electrodes   current   
 
First battery (1800) Alessandro Volta  
 
Advances in technology  
• improved output and reliability of battery systems 
• economies of scale  cost reduction  more applications 
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“Wet” devices 
 
The “Workhorse” has been (and is) the lead-acid battery 
 
Pros 
• Mature technology  
• Mass produced  
• Lead can be recycled 
 
Cons 
• Heavy 
• Relatively short life ( 5 years) 
• Poor storage density 
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Solid state batteries 1 
 

Lithium Ion (Li-Ion) batteries (1991, Sony and Asahi Kasei) 
 

Advantage w.r.t. lead-acid batteries 
• Better energy density 
• Low weight (no lead)  
• No acid 
• No H2 during charging 

 

Synergy with emergence of electrically powered vehicles (EV) 
 

Li-Ion refers to an array of chemistries, characterized by the transfer 
of Li ions between electrodes during charge/discharge 
 

Chemistry is chosen to satisfy system requirements regarding 
energy density       safety         power capability         cost 
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Solid state batteries 2 
 

Nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries (in production since 1910) 
 

Advantage w.r.t. lead-acid batteries 
• Longer life 
• Near maintenance-free operation 
• Low but acceptable energy density 
Advantage w.r.t. Li-Ion 
• Cost (due to long manufacturing experience) 
 

Have been used in energy storage systems 
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Solid state batteries 3 
 

Sodium-sulphur (Na/S) batteries (1960, Ford; now NGK, Japan) 
 

Operate at 300 to 350 °C        - not likely to appear in homes! 
Remarkable round-trip efficiency (up to 90%) 
 
Anode is molten sulphur, cathode is molten sodium 
Separation(electrolyte) is sodium alumina 
 
Largely used for energy storage in Japan (190 sites) 
Largest installation: 245 MWh, 34 MW 
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Nickel metal hydride (NiMH) 
 
This is the battery that Toyota has been using for its hybrid cars. 
The traction battery is a sealed 28 module pack storing 1.31 kWh 
(201.6 V, 5.6 Ah) made by Panasonic. 
 
Energy density 46 Wh/kg; maximum output power is 1.3 kW/kg.   
Over 2 million Priuses have been sold. Batteries last 10 years. 
 
This type of battery is proposed for domestic use too, as it is 
cheaper than Li-ion devices (but heavier and taking more space)  
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Flow batteries  
 
A rechargeable battery where energy is provided by 2 chemical 
components, dissolved in liquids, separated by a membrane 
 
Similar to a fuel cell 
 
Immediate recharge possible by replacing electrolyte 
 
 
It is nice to know that the technology exists – 
Who knows when a killer application will appear? 
Like many other ideas, it may have to wait a while… 
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Summary 
 

From the very beginning, the electrical grid system designers have 
been aware of the importance of finding ways to store the energy 
 

Electrical power from renewable sources (Wind, PV) fluctuates 
widely, focusing on the importance of storage 
 

Electrical power and electronic engineering has advanced to make 
DC-DC, AC-DC and DC-AC conversion highly efficient, and 
components are readily available, opening up new possibilities 
 

The public is increasingly aware of the importance of the subject 
and open to initiatives involving local projects to store energy – 
and to better understand the importance of reducing waste 


